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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

With the invention of the laser many striking new 

phenomena have been discovered in the field of electrooptics. 

The possibility of changing the optical properties of 

materials by using electric fields and optical waves has led 

to the creation of a new field, photorefraction [ 1] . The 

photorefractive effect allows effective interaction between 

light waves. The major advantage of such light wave interac

tion, and the attending nonlinear effects induced by this 

interaction, is that light waves can then be controlled by 

other light waves. The modulation, deflection, and scat

tering of light waves in photorefractive materials are of 

great importance to the optical signal and image processing 

and applied physics communities, and are therefore areas 

worthy of investigation[2, 3]. 

1.1 Outline of the Thesis 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the 

photorefractive effect in barium titanate, with the subse

quent information gained to be used in various applications 

such as optical signal processing and computing. Wave 

propagation in barium titanate will be discussed first, 

followed by sections on the photorefractive effect, optical 

wave mixing and the experiments that were performed. Lastly, 



five appendices are included that contain mathematical 

derivations, information, and figures. 

l.,_2 Detailed Chapter Overview 

The second chapter will begin with a characterization of 

barium titanate, the nonlinear, anisotropic medium in which 

the photorefractive effect will later be considered in 

several experiments. The characterization will include physi

cal traits, crystal classification, wave propagation, and the 

linear electrooptic (or Pockels) effect. Original work will 

include equations specifying the index of refraction in the 

presence of an electric field. 

In the third chapter, the topic of the photorefractive 

effect and how it pertains to electrooptic crystals will be 

discussed. The manner in which a photorefractive grating is 

formed will be analyzed. A description of light-induced 

charge migration (to include two relevant charge-carrying 

models) from an intensity interference pattern and the subse

quent establishment of a non-local space charge electric 

field will be included, as well as a qualitative description 

of the two-beam coupling phenomenon. Original work will 

include a derivation defining the vector direction of the 

space charge field. 

Following the wave propagation and photorefractive 

preliminaries, the fourth chapter contains a classical 

development of nonlinear optical processes as they pertain to 



light/matter interaction. Original work will include a 

procedure for determining an appropriate nonlinear material 

polarization (which leads to a solution of the nonlinear wave 

equation) necessary for the desired four-wave mixing 

geometry. 

The applicability of the nonlinear material polarization 

to photorefractive processes will then be discussed. The 

geometry necessary for degenerate four-wave mixing will be 

illustrated and discussed, as well as the wave polarization-

dependent scattering equations. 

The fifth chapter relates the results of the preceding 

topics to light-scattering experiments in photorefractive 

barium titanate; first as the well known two-beam coupling 

effect, and later in degenerate four-wave mixing (as phase 

conjugation). Original work includes a hardware configura

tion, the creation of macro-controlling software for data 

collection in real time, and an identification of the EO 

characteristics of the experimental crystal. The development 

of mathematical and pictorial information leads to a deter

mination of optimization conditions for achieving large phase 

conjugate, or light-scattering reflectivities suitable for 

optical information processing applications by recognizing 

the characteristics of barium titanate. Experimental data 

results will be shown, calculations and optimization condi

tions made, and some conclusions based on theoretical con

siderations and experimental facts will be drawn. 



CHAPTER II 

CHARACTERIZATION OF BARIUM TITANATE 

Barium titanate is a ferroelectric material that is 

widely used in photorefractive experiments. As a crystal, 

it possesses many diverse physical properties: pyroelec-

tricity, stress, strain, elasticity, and so forth. A charac

terization of BaTiOa in terms of its electrooptical and wave 

propagation properties demonstrates the practical merit it 

has for certain optical signal processing applications. The 

main focus of this chapter, after an introductory general 

description and characterization of the BaTiOs crystal used in 

experiments, will be on how the electrooptic effect is 

utilized in barium titanate pursuant to two-beam coupling and 

four-wave mixing. 

2.1 General Crystal Description 

The barium titanate crystal used in this work has dimen

sions that measure 5 x 6 x 6 mm and is cut with rectangular 

facets. The crystal structure during the cubic growth phase 

is shown in Fig. 2.1[4]. It has a translucent, pale, yellow 

appearance and refracts light indirectly when viewed. 

The crystal used here was grown by the top-seeded solu

tion growth (TSSG) method by Sanders Associates, the only 

commercial supplier of single crystal BaTiOa at present[5]. 

Briefly, the TSSG method can be considered a major advance in 



crystal growth technology, and involves growth from a special 

composition solution of BaO + Ti02 [5,6]. 

Ti 
.4+ 

2 + 
Ba 

0 
2-

Fig. 2.1. Barium titanate crystal structure. 

Although BaTiOs has five crystalline phases[5], the 

tetragonal phase is stable at room temperature and is the 

most important for experiments and applications not involving 

special pressure or temperature environments. In the 

tetragonal phase, however, a spontaneous and unpredictable 

material polarization occurs and can orient along any of six 

"pseudocubic" <001> directions [5] . In general, different 

volume regions of the crystal can polarize in any of those 

directions (where each region with a uniform polarization is 

defined as a domain) creating a multidomain state with no net 



polarization. Since piezoelectric, pyroelectric, and electro

optic effects depend on the sign and direction of 

polarization, a multidomain crystal has effects that essen

tially average out to zero; a multidomain crystal is not 

useful for applications capitalizing on those effects. 

Therefore, a procedure called poling (which may involve 

mechanical pressure, an external electric field, or 

temperature variation) is performed; it leads to a single 

domain state. Finally, the crystal facets were cut using a 

string saw, thereby minimizing surface damage, and polished 

with progressively finer sized diamond pastes. 

2 .2 Crystal Usage 

The relevant experimental application involves laser 

light that impinges upon a BaTiOa crystal surface and pro

pagates through the material, thereby allowing for light 

material interaction. In such an interaction, the optical 

material properties and the propagation path constraints both 

influence the outcome. Barium titanate has a variety of 

distinctive optical properties that are both wavelength and 

temperature sensitive[6]. Among the important relationships 

is one (Fig. 2.2) that shows how the refractive index changes 

with respect to wavelength. In the figure, na is the ordinary 

index of refraction and nc is the extraordinary index of 

refraction. 



One of the most readily avoidable propagation path con

straints involves the care and handling of the crystal. A 

degradation of the laser light wave (intensity loss, beam 

decollimation and scattering) can occur at the surface of the 

crystal if appropriate handling procedures are not followed; 

they include not touching the crystal facets directly and 

protecting the crystal from dust during non-use periods with 

plastic covers. 
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Fig. 2.2. Dispersion relations of BaTiOa 
at room temperature. 

Due to the inherent, delicate nature of the crystal 

surface, cleaning of i ts optical surfaces must also be 

avoided. The crystal is extremely sensitive to temperature 

variations; the evaporative cooling effects of cleaning 

solvents with high vapor pressure can fracture the crystal. 



2_._2 Anisotropic Wave Propagation 

Certain materials have optical properties that are 

functions of both the polarization and direction of pro

pagation of transiting light waves; these are known as aniso

tropic media. Examples of such unusual optical phenomena 

are the following: double refraction, optical rotation, and 

electrooptic effects. The anisotropy is determined by the 

crystal structure. Barium titanate, one of the simplest 

unaxial kinds of anisotropic crystals because of its single 

optical axis, is birefringent. An understanding of how light 

propagates in BaTiOa is important if its birefringent property 

is to be accounted for. The manner in which light waves pro

pagate in barium titanate may most conveniently be illus

trated with the use of the index ellipsoid model[7]. 

If one considers an electromagnetic wavefront which is 

propagating outward from a point inside a barium titanate 

crystal, the wavefront appears to be either spherically or 

elliptically shaped; the velocity of the wavefront depends on 

the direction of electric field polarization of the wave. It 

can be seen in Fig. 2.3 (a picture showing a slice of an 

ellipse of revolution) that the velocity of propagation of a 

wave is independent of electric field polarization only in 

the directions parallel to the optical axis of the crystal. 

The wavefront propagating with polarization per

pendicular to the optical axis is described by a sphere; this 

wavefront is defined as the ordinary wave and has an index of 

8 



refraction no. The second wave with polarization parallel to 

the optical axis, is an ellipsoid; this wavefront 

z optical 
axis 

e wave 

Fig. 2.3. Wave propagation diagram. 

is called the extraordinary wave and has an index of refrac

tion n©. These are the only two allowable directions of 

polarization; the ones corresponding to the major and minor 

axes of the ellipse. The birefringent property may further be 

classified according to the change in refractive index 

An = n^- n 
o. (2.1) 

When the change in refractive index An is negative, as is the 

case with barium titanate, the birefringence is said to be 

negative[8]. 



Z^ Optical Parameters 

Optical wave propagation in a BaTiOs crystal can be 

completely described in terms of the impermeability tensor T| 

[9], 

T|ij = eo(e"^)ij = Prl 
,n /i (2.2) 

where e ̂  is the inverse dielectric permittivity tensor, EQ is 

the permittivity of free space, and n is the index of re

fraction (i, j = 1,2,3) . In general, neglecting absorbtion 

and thermal effects, the optical response of a material can 

be expressed by any of the parameters Tjij, £ij, Xij, and n, 

where Tj is the impermeability, e is the permittivity, % is the 

dielectric susceptibility, and n is the index of refraction. 

In light-scattering theory, % is the parameter used most 

often. It is important to note that where T|, e, and % ^^^ 

tensors, the use of n will generally be restricted to ex

pressions dealing with the principal dielectric directions. 

When a mathematical development of anisotropic interaction 

becomes necessary in the ensuing chapters, tensor notation 

and quantities will be used. For our purposes, any of the 

above parameters will be used to describe the material's 

10 



response to excitation depending on mathematical expediency. 

Therefore, a brief summary defining the relationships between 

the above terms will be outlined. 

The optical properties of a material depend on both the 

polarization of the propagating wave and its direction of 

propagation. The manner in which light waves propagate can 

be described using Maxwell's equations. One of the con

stitutive relations then becomes an important factor. For an 

isotropic medium, the induced polarization P is always paral

lel to an applied electric field E and is related to the 

field by a simple scalar: the electric susceptibility %, and 

given by 

P = eoXE. (2.3) 

The above relation is no longer valid in an anisotropic 

medium (except for particular directions) . 

Since a crystal is essentially a medium with a periodic 

structure, all of the atoms or molecules that comprise the 

crystal have specific locations and a fixed orientation. The 

basic complication inherent in understanding crystal wave 

propagation is that the induced polarization is not always 

parallel to the incident wave field; the relations between 

various EM field quantities must be described by tensors, 

rather than by simple scalars. The 3x3 array of terms of % 

11 



is called the dielectric susceptibility tensor and relates 

the electric field to the induced polarization as (i,j = 

1,2,3) 

Pi = eoXijEj. (2.4) 

From the constitutive relationship 

D = EQE + P = eE (2.5) 

the dielectric tensor is therefore 

Eij = Eod + Xij) . (2.6) 

There are nine terms to the dielectric tensor and they 

are properties of the medium with direction dependence. The 

coordinate axes can be chosen (with respect to the principal 

axes of the crystal) such that the dielectric tensor is 

diagonal, then Eq. 2.6 reduces to the following three terms: 

e = 

'e^ 0 0 ^ 

0 Cy 0 

\0 0 Ez / 

(2.7) 
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The main advantage in choosing coordinates that are 

aligned along the principal axes is that the equations which 

describe light wave propagation and polarization directions 

reduce significantly to a more manageable form because cross 

terms created by off-diagonal values of the dielectric tensor 

vanish. The final relationship that must be identified is 

the one for the index of refraction n: 

n2 = iii- = -£- (2.8) 
M-ô o Co 

where |I = JIQ for a non-magnetic material such as BaTiOs and e 

is a function of the optical frequency. 

2 .5 Determination of the Crystal Axis 

The procedure by which the principal axis of the BaTiOs 

crystal used in these experiments was determined as follows. 

The experimental equipment arrangement is shown in Fig. 2.4. 

A white light source and pinhole/converging lens (f = 20cm) 

arrangement provided a two-centimeter diameter spot of light. 

The light passed through a polarizer and into the crystal, 

which was placed on a translation-rotation stage. The light 

then passed through the crystal onto a second polarizer 

(forming a polarizer/analyzer pair). 

13 



white 
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converging 
lens 

f f ^ K, 
BaTi03 

crystal 

] > 
rotating 

pinhole polarizer stage analyzer 

Fig. 2.4. Diagram for determining the crystal axis. 

Since our crystal facets were cut along the principal 

planes (orthogonal to the principal axes directions) it was 

important to keep the orientation of any particular crystal 

side being tested exactly perpendicular to the direction of 

propagation of the white light. The polarizer/analyzer pair 

was then adjusted to 90 degrees relative to each other, 

forming a crossed pair. The beam of white light was then 

viewed from behind the analyzer as the crossed pair was 

rotated in unison 360 degrees. By rotating the crossed 

polarizer/analyzer pair in synchronization instead of the 

crystal, the crystal was not handled during the experiment. 

For two of the three possible perpendicular, crystal facet 

orientations, the analyzer became opaque to view (during the 

crossed pair 360° rotations) indicating that the crystal and 

analyzer had become crossed polarized. Those directions con

firmed the birefringence of the crystal. Only one axis 

orientation allowed isotropic light propagation: it was the 

14 



extraordinary axis, or c-axis. When the crystal was aligned 

so that the beam of white light propagated along the c-axis, 

successive, incremental, crossed polarizer/analyzer pair 

rotations did not extinguish the transmitted light. As a 

point of interest, a 360-degree rotation of the pair revealed 

a veritable rainbow of changing colors, constituents of the 

white light source. 

Ẑ _̂  Electrooptic Effect 

The final topic of characterization will show how the 

optical properties of a material can change by an external 

excitation. Specifically, an externally applied or inherent 

electric field can change the impermeability tensor (and 

thereby also change the indices of refraction) through what 

is called the linear electrooptic effect[10]. 

The change in the impermeability tensor is defined as 

the difference between the material state with electric field 

present and the state with no electric field. The electroop

tic effect as a general expression is composed of both linear 

and nonlinear terms as 

ATlij = Tli/E) - Tli/O) = A W = r i jkE), + SijkiEKEi + ... ( 2 . 8 ) 
\n^/i-i 

The r constants are the linear or Pockels electrooptic 

coefficients and the constants s are the quadratic or Kerr 

15 



electrooptic coefficients. The Kerr and higher order terms 

will be neglected. The constants of interest are r, and are 

known as the linear electrooptic tensor. The impermeability 

tensor is symmetric Cnij = riji) for lossless and optically 

inactive media[9]. Using the contracted indices convention of 

Yariv and Yeh[9], the size of the rij^ tensor can be reduced 

from 27 to a maximum of 18 independent elements (for a crys

tal with no symmetry) as 

l̂lc - ^llk (2 . 9) 

r2k = r22k (2.10) 

r3k = r33k (2.11) 

^4k = ^23k = ^32k (2.12) 

^5k — ^13k — ^31k (2.13) 

rek = ri2]c = r2ik (2 .14) 

where k = 1 , 2 , 3 . 

The linear electrooptic tensor for barium titanate has a 

crystal symmetry in the following form: 

16 



r = 

0 
0 
0 
0 
"51 

0 

0 
0 
0 

^42 

0 
0 

r i 3 

^ 2 3 

^ 3 3 

0 
0 
0 

(2.15) 

where values of the electrooptic tensor coefficients deter

mined at 395 degrees Kelvin in units of 10"̂ 2 ĵ /y, are 

^13 - ^23 - 8 (2.16) 

r33 = 28 (2.17) 

r42 = rsi = 820. (2.18) 

2 .7 Index Ellipsoid Model 

Combining the electrooptic effect development with the 

results of section 2.3, formal expressions for anisotropic 

wave propagation in BaTiOs can now be introduced to include 

the excitation mechanism of an electric field present on the 

material. First, the expression for the index ellipsoid of a 

uniaxial crystal without an electric field present in the 

medium is 

xi + zi + zi = 1 
n? ni ni (2.19) 

17 



The form of Eq. 2.19 defines wave propagation on a Car

tesian coordinate system inside an anisotropic, uniaxial 

media with wave polarization components specified by the fol

lowing: 1) the ordinary index of refraction defines the x and 

y polarization component contribution, and 2) the extraor

dinary index of refraction defines the z polarization com

ponent contribution. Whatever direction light propagates in 

the medium, it has only two allowed wave polarization com

ponents: the o wave and the e wave. 

Next, the effect of an electric field on the indices of 

refraction can now be examined by inserting Eq. 2.8 into Eq. 

2.19. Thus an expansion of the form of Eq. 2.19, but now 

taking into account the linear electrooptic effect becomes as 

follows (where k = 1,2,3, as before)[9]: 

:Ek|x2 + [ ^ + r2KEk|y2 + [ ^ + ^^^EX^ + 

2yzr4kEk + 2zxr5kEk + 2xyr6kE)c = 1. 

ing '7 \nl ~" T \ni '"'"/ (2.20) 

With this expression, the effect an electric field has on the 

indices of refraction can now be determined. It can be seen 

from Eq. 2.20 that the first three terms only perturb the 

indices of refraction along the original ellipsoidal axes. 

However, the last three terms involve cross terms of vector 

directions that lead to a tilting of the entire ellipsoid 

18 



away from the original axes. this means that the polariza

tion components of a wave propagating into the medium result 

with skewed directions upon exiting the media. Essentially, 

a perturbation of the refractive indices occurs which depends 

on the direction of the electric field (1,2,3 = x,y,z direc

tions) present in the material. This perturbed state can be 

relatively large for BaTiOs if the appropriate electric field 

direction exists to excite the large r42 or rsi electrooptic 

tensor coefficients of Eq. 2.15. 

For experimental purposes, the crystal may be positioned 

so that the internal electric field lies somewhere in the y-z 

plane of crystal orientation. Consequently, three sets of 

perturbations of the original indices of refraction of barium 

titanate due to an electric field can be calculated; those 

due to Ey alone, E2 alone, and a combination of the two, Ey + 

Ez to provide for the case of an electric field not aligned 

along the principal dielectric axes. 

We consider in detail the three cases. For the first 

case, only Ez is present. After considering Eq. 2.15 and Eq. 

2.20 it can be seen that the electrooptic tensor coefficients 

with the largest values, r42 and rsi, do not survive. There

fore, the largest possible linear electrooptic effect does 

not occur. Additionally, the new ellipsoid axes do not 

change from the original ones x, y, and z. Expressions for 

the perturbed indices of refraction, derived in Appendix A, 

19 



due to an electric field directed along the z coordinate axis 

are the following: 

nx = no - -̂ n̂ risEz 
2 (2.21) 

nw = no - —n^r23Ez 
^ 2 (2.22) 

nz = ne - •J-nir33Ez ,_ __, 
2 • (2.23) 

In the second case, only Ey is present. The first three 

terms of the general index ellipsoid expression Eq. 2.20 do 

not depend on Ey because no electrooptic tensor coefficients 

exist for BaTi03 (Eq. 2.15). The existence of the fourth term 

(inserting Eq. 2.15 into Eq. 2.20) indicates a rotation of 

the major axes of the ellipsoid. The new indices of refrac

tion and the angle 6 by which the ellipsoid axis coordinate 

system is now rotated have been calculated: 

n^ = no (2.24) 

ny = no + Ano = no - •j^n3r42Eytan9 
2 ° ^ ^ ^ (2.25) 

20 



nz = ne + Ane = n^ + -^nir42Eytan0 
2 " ' " ^ ( 2 . 2 6 ) 

w h e r e . 

tan2e = ^i£l£5L 
_ JA (2.27) 

vng ni, 

The last case accounts for the existence of both Ey and 

Ez fields, or a single electric field with both y and z direc

tion components. It is the most complex expression and one 

that will have general applicability for the perturbation of 

the dielectric tensor for an electric field with a non-zero 

angle (3 with respect to the crystal axis in the next chapter. 

Along with the new indices of refraction, a rotation of 

the coordinate system of the major ellipsoid axes also oc

curs : 

nx = no + Ano = no - ^ngrisEz (2.28) 

Hy = no + Ano = no - n̂g(r23Ez + r42Eytan6) ^^ 

nz = ne + Ane = ng - n̂i(r33Ez - r42Eytane) (2 30) 
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where the tangent of twice the angle 9 can be approximated as 

t a n 2 e = ^ili^y ^ « 2r42(^^*^^lEy 
Mr - ^ + r23Ez - r33Ez ^^i " ^V 
Ing ni / (2.31) 

to the first order. 

An introduction to the characteristics of barium 

titanate and its properties has been given above. Mathemati

cal expressions have been developed that show the consequen

ces of how the Pockels effect changes the indices of refrac

tion in barium titanate. Additionally, where applicable, 

expressions for a coordinate system rotation of the principal 

axes of the index ellipsoid model have been given. By 

developing the expressions of the linear electrooptic effect, 

a clearer understanding of light wave propagation in barium 

titanate can be obtained. The importance of knowing 

polarization and propagation direction parameters of waves, 

as well as crystal tensor parameters is realized from the 

expressions when a beneficial and predictable usage of the 

electrooptic effect is desired. 
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CHAPTER III 

PHOTOREFRACTIVE EFFECT AND 

TWO-BEAM COUPLING 

The photorefractive effect is a process whereby light-

induced changes occur in the refractive index of a material. 

The effect specifically applies to two-beam coupling in 

BaTi03; a light intensity-dependent refractive index grating 

forms in the photoconductive EO material. The effect was 

originally discovered by accident as undesirable optical 

damage in lithium niobate[ll]. Light-induced changes in the 

refractive index of certain crystals, such as lithium 

niobate, had limited those crystals' usefulness in early 

research (experiments involving phase matching and second 

harmonic generation with pulsed lasers) because of the decol-

limating and scattering effects the refractive index changes 

caused the laser beams. In 1968, F. S. Chen, J. T. LaMacchia 

and D. B. Eraser proposed that the laser-induced "damage" be 

constructively utilized for high density optical data 

storage[12]. Chen, in 1969, published a theory describing 

migrating charges in ferroelectric crystals: the basis for 

the photorefractive effect[13]. Chen's model was revised by 

a variety of researchers to include new physical mechanisms 

to account for experimental results in certain materials that 

could not be explained otherwise. Widely accepted revisions 

to earlier attempts at describing charge transport mechanisms 
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necessary for the photorefractive effect in EO materials now 

include experimental evidence and investigations of charge 

drift (due to an externally applied electric field), the 

charge carrier "hopping" model, and the bulk photovoltaic ef

fect . 

3.1. Photorefractive Effect 

A brief description of the physical and mathematical 

foundations of the photorefractive effect will now highlight 

the development of the space-charge electric field inside the 

photoconductive EO material, barium titanate. The previous 

chapter showed the degree to which the refractive index is 

dependent upon an electric field. We now show how the crea

tion of such an electric field from light waves is 

accomplished through photoconduction. 

The photorefractive effect begins when light incident on 

a photoconductive EO material causes photoexcited electrons 

(or holes) to be released from donor (acceptor) material 

lattice sites. The trap sites are impurities or doping in 

the host material. Where there is no net space charge in the 

material at first, the movement of the released charges and 

subsequent trapping at acceptor sites causes a net space-

charge field. Then, by virtue of the electrooptic effect, 

the newly created electric field changes the original refrac

tive index of the EO material over the regions of the medium 

that the field exists. 
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iLu2 Charge Carrier Model .̂i 

The photorefractive effect is conventionally explained 

through the use of two different models: the band transport 

model and the hopping model. Though the hopping model with a 

mathematical formulation proposed by Feinberg et al.[14] may 

describe a truer picture of the actual physics for some 

materials[15,16,17,18] , the band transport model as presented 

by Kukhtarev et al.[19] has a general applicability for most 

EO materials. For our purposes, both models provide com

parable results in the steady state (no frequency dependence) 

and without an externally applied electric field. 

The movement of the photoexcited carriers is typically 

ascribed to the following two mechanisms: diffusion and 

drift. Diffusion relates the motion of charged carriers from 

regions of high concentration to places of low concentration. 

Drift accounts for charge motion in the presence of an exter

nally applied electric field. The bulk photovoltaic effect, 

an additional motion mechanism, was introduced by A. M. Glass 

et al. in 1974[20] to account for a high photorefractive ef

ficiency that could not be directly attributed to drift or 

diffusion in lithium niobate. For the case of barium 

titanate, the diffusion and drift mechanisms are sufficient 

to explain the photorefractive effect. The result of the 

carrier movement is a new spatial static equilibrium of the 

charge. A condensed description of the band transport and 

hopping models can emphasize the contributions each has made 
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toward developing a comprehensive theory which describes the 

photorefractive effect in barium titanate, as well as a 

variety of other EO materials. 

3.2.1 Band Transport Model 

The electronic energy band structure of every material 

is a unique characteristic of that material, and the dif

ferences in band structure for different materials account 

for wide variations in their electrical properties. In 

barium titanate, the energy gap between the valence band and 

the conduction band is not so large that an infusion of 

energy, such as incident laser light on a crystal, can cause 

charges to change energy state. As indicated in Fig. 3.1, 

the band transport model postulates that the photoionization 

photons 

charge movement 

excitation unoccupied 
sites 

Conduction 
Band 

recombination 

localized 
sites 

Valence 
Band 

Fig. 3.1. Charge carrier movement 
for electrons. 

of atoms can cause electrons to jump from donor sites to the 

conduction band. Traveling along the conduction band they 
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migrate to dark regions of the material where they recombine 

into empty acceptor sites. The physical separation of the 

charges in the new charge structure causes the creation of 

the space-charge electric field. That field then modulates 

the refractive index via the linear electrooptic effect. 

Though the process can be described in terms of electron 

movement, a similar argument supports the case for holes and 

materials that initially have a large number of trap sites, 

the equations which allow a quantitative description of the 

space-charge field are tabulated in Appendix B. The equa

tions which allow a quantitative description of the hole and 

electron transport in photorefractive materials have been 

published by Valley in 1986[21]. 

3.2.2 Hopping Model 

Though the photoexcitation and charge movement processes 

are similar for both models, the band transport model, which 

is a deterministic model, does not accurately account for the 

experimentally obtained results for some sillinite media[15, 

16,17,18]. The hopping model, a probabilistic model, pos

tulates the probability of charge movement from charges 

trapped in impurity (doped) sites to other localized trapping 

sites during photoexcitation. The hopping equation developed 

by Feinberg et al.[14] relies on a transition probability D 

that can be changed to account for distinctive experimental 

situations[22]. The hopping model achieves the same results 
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in the determination of the space-charge field as the band 

transport model for our purposes. 

1^ Two-Beam Interference 

The formation of a photorefractive index grating using 

laser light waves starts with an intensity interference 

pattern created by two intersecting coherent beams inside a 

photorefractive material. Typically in experimental ap

plications, only one laser source (pump) provides both beams. 

A beamsplitter and mirror arrangement allow the beams to 

intersect inside the medium. The intensity interference pat

tern has some important direction and amplitude charac

teristics that must be mentioned before the overall effect of 

the intensity pattern inside barium titanate is discussed. 

For mathematical convenience, the isotropic intensity will 

first be developed and then modified for anisotropic con

ditions . 

Noting that the TEMQO mode of a laser can be approximated 

by a plane wave given by 

E(r,t) = A^i(kr-cot) + c.c. .̂  ,, 
2 \o.i) 

where E is the instantaneous electric field vector of the 

laser wave, A is the complex amplitude (for the envelope of 

the optical field-slowly varying), k is the wave vector, r is 
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a position vector in space, CO is the optical frequency, and 

c.c. is the complex conjugate. The intensity inside an 

isotropic medium can therefore be expressed as 

I (r,t) = J-eocn|A|2 
2 (3.2) 

where EQ is the permittivity of free space, c is the speed of 

light, n is the index of refraction for the material, and A 

is the complex amplitude[23]. 

The experimental arrangement, illustrated in Fig. 3.2, 

shows the intensity pattern that results from two intersec

ting plane waves. The horizontal parallel lines represent 

planes of constant phase arising from constructive inter

ference . 

The intensity interference pattern has a vector direc

tion kg normal to the planes of constant phase, which is com

prised of the vector difference of the two interfering wave 

vectors, ki and k2. They have vector components in the z and 

X directions 

ki,2 = l<̂zez ± kxGx (3.3) 

where ez,x are unit vectors along the z and x axes. The 

grating wave vector kg is therefore 
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Fig. 3.2. Creation of an interference pattern. 

9 JCgGx ~ "'"2kx©x ~ ^1~J^2, (3.4) 

and is shown in Fig. 3.3. The period of the intensity pat

tern is 

A = 2IL 
k„ (3.5) 

where kg is the grating vector magnitude. In terms of the 
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pump laser wavelength Xi and crossing angle 6, the grating 

period is given by the following expression 

A = ^1 

2nsin{e/2), (3.6) 

which is the well known Bragg diffraction condition for a 

Fig. 3.3. Grating vector kg. 

periodic material with index of refraction n. The grating 

spacing of the interaction region in the material can be 

changed by altering the crossing angle or varying the laser 

frequency. 
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The total complex electric field amplitude for the inter

ference region is given by 

E = Aie-î i-̂ ei + A2e-î 2̂-̂ e2 (3.7) 

and the time averaged intensity is therefore the following 

l^^oCiE-E') ,3_g, 

= ^OC(|AI|^ + AiA2e-i('̂ i-i'2>̂ ere2 + AiA2ei('̂ i-'̂ 2>̂ ei-e2 + M ) ,_ ^. 
2 (3. y) 

= Il + 2Alcos2kxex + I2 (3.10) 

where 

AI = |€oCAi-A2 ^3-^1) 

will be called the intensity modulation amplitude. 

3.3.1 Interference Tensor 

It is necessary to consider a new method of describing 

the effect of the intensity modulation amplitude Al in terms 

of tensors. The middle term of Eq. 3.10 mathematically 

describes how the total intensity varies as a function of the 
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interference pattern direction. The fact that a cosine term 

appears (intensity modulation) is not surprising since that 

is a direct by-product of the square of two sinusoids. 

The intensity modulation amplitude Al is simply the 

square of the field amplitudes for the creation of a refrac

tive index grating if the material or the manner in which the 

grating is created is isotropic (isotropic interaction). 

Since barium titanate is an anisotropic material and the 

directions in which electric fields occur are therefore 

critical to defining a grating pattern. This implies that 

the electric field polarization plays an important role in 

anisotropic grating formation. During anisotropic material 

or interaction conditions, orthogonal beam components which 

otherwise would preclude the formation of any interference 

pattern, can yield an induced refractive index grating (the 

intensity modulation amplitude Al alone will be zero). 

Therefore, a new quantity AM will specify the degree of 

modulation in an anisotropic interaction, the way Al does in 

an isotropic one. 

For a vacuum (temporarily disregarding refractive in

dices) , the interference tensor AM is defined as 

AMij ^ ieoCAuA^-j j3_^2) 
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where 

Aleff = |tr(AM) (3.13) 

is the effective intensity modulation amplitude used for 

anisotropic interactions. 

For an experimental laboratory arrangement that utilizes 

the large electrooptic tensor coefficient r42 (or rsi) of 

barium titanate, the laser beam electric fields must have 

components with extraordinary polarization with respect to 

the crystal axis; the fields must be orthogonal to the direc

tion of propagation, co-exist in the same coordinate plane, 

and have components parallel to the crystal axis. This set

up yields polarization vectors as indicated in Fig. 3.4. The 

electric field amplitudes A of the two intersecting beams Ei 

and E2 are in the yz plane. For this diagram, the crystal 

axis is shown to be in the yz plane along the z axis. The 

anisotropic interference tensor AM then becomes 

AM = 
2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-AiyA2yno 

-AiyA2z 

0 

AlzA2y 

AizA2zne 

(3.14) 
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Fig . 3 .4 . Beam E f i e l d po l a r i z a t i on d i r e c t i o n s . 

and the e f f e c t i v e an i so t rop ic i n t e n s i t y modulation Aleff i s 

^leff = |tr(AM] = icoc - AiyA2yno + AizA2zne| 
(3.15) 

What the above equation implies is that the intensity 

interference pattern created by two intersecting laser beam 

waves depends not only on the overall intensity of the beams 

and their angle of intersection, but also on their electric 

field polarization vectors and relative phase. Specifically, 

the magnitude of the intensity modulation is determined by 

the amount of correlation between electric field components. 
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To produce a large, anisotropic intensity modulation, careful 

attention should be given to the selection of the vector com

ponents . 

1^—Light-Induced Electric Field 

It is sufficient to recognize from the preceding develop

ment that a spatially periodic intensity interference pattern 

occurs and is essentially composed of two parts; one constant 

and the other sinusoidally varying. The constant part 

represents a nonzero bias value and the sinusoidally varying 

part represents a modulation of the intensity in the direc

tion of the grating vector. From Eq. 3.10, 

I(x) = Io(l + mcos kg-x) = Io(l + mcos2kxex) (3.16) 

where the bias value is 

lo = Il + ^2f (3.17) 

and the modulation index is 

m = ^ ^ 
lo 

(3.18) 

From the previous description of charge migration in the 

presence of the spatially varying intensity pattern, a static 
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space-charge field Egc forms. The space-charge field Esc can 

be determined by simultaneously solving the set of equations 

in Appendix B. The set consists of a rate equation for 

charge carriers that specifies the propensity for photoex

cited electrons to be able to move to the conduction band and 

others to recombine at trapping sites, a current equation 

which specifies the electron mobility along the conduction 

band in terms of drift and diffusion, a continuity equation 

which relates the time rate of change of charge carrier 

density and donor site density with the current flow from the 

region. Gauss's Law (or Poisson's Equation) which relates the 

electric field produced from a given amount of charge, and an 

equation that specifies the total concentration of impurities 

involved in the photorefractive process. The solution of the 

set is well known [19,21,24] . The direction of Egc is parallel 

to the grating vector kg[25]. A quantitative expression for 

the lowest Fourier component of the space-charge field is 

given by Valley [24] for the case without an externally ap

plied electric field in the steady state (assuming a single 

type of charge carrier and omitting the sinusoidal variation) 

as 

1 + Eo/Eq (3.19) 

where EQ is the diffusion field, given by 
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^ ' " f (3.20) 
ED = ^^kg 

the limiting space-charge field component Eg is 

Eq = 
_ qN^Cl - NA/ND) 

££okg , (3.21) 

and kg is the grating vector, ks is Boltzmann's constant, T is 

the temperature in degrees Kelvin, q is the charge of the 

mobile charge carriers, and EEQ is the static dielectric con

stant in the direction of kg. The expression NA(1 - N^/ND) 

provides specifically for a relation between the photorefrac

tive contributions of dopant density (donor and acceptor) and 

negative ion density [24], and may be simplified by sub

stituting a general term Nx (total ionized trap density). It 

is relevant to note that the space-charge field is 90 degrees 

out of phase with the intensity (Eq. 3.16) which led to its 

creation, as indicated by the factor i in Eq. 3.19. 

The contribution of Eq to Eq. 3.19 represents the maxi

mum field attainable in the material with a charge carrier 

density NT when the grating spacing is exactly equal to the 

Debye screening length Ig. For large grating spacings (where 

A > Is) the effects of diffusion are not strong enough to 

provide the charge separation necessary to allow EQ to ap-
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proach Eq in value. Consequently, (EQ < Eq) Eq. 3.19 reduces 

to the following expression 

Esc = imEo. (3.22) 

An interesting consequence of Eq. 3.22 indicates that the 

maximum space-charge field (and the associated large change 

in refractive index from which the volume phase grating in 

the material is created) does not occur for large grating 

periods (small beam intersection angles). Also, Eq. 3.19 can 

be written in terms of the grating wave vector and the Debye 

screening wave vector as 

Esc(x) = —^—m^ sinkg-x 
^ ^ ^ /k_g\2 (3.23) 

^ Iks, 

where 

j ,^ . (jiia^JT 
eEokeTl (3.24) 

is the Debye screening wave vector, and all quantities are 

defined as before[25]. 
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1 ^ Two-Re?^m Conpl ing 

The preceding discussion showed that a spatially 

modulated intensity pattern creates an induced electric field 

that is phase shifted. By consequence of the linear 

electrooptic effect, the change in refractive index due to 

the electric field is thereby also out of phase with the 

intensity 

pattern by the same amount as shown in Fig. 3.5. This cir

cumstance shows that the photorefractive effect is not spa

tially local; the largest change in index of refraction does 

not occur where the peak intensity occurs. The relative 

phase shift of K/2 between the intensity and refractive index 

patterns leads to the nonlinear two-beam coupling phenomenon. 

Essentially, light scattering off the grating occurs and 

results with one of the two intersecting beams experiencing 

an energy gain at the expense of the other beam (the other 

experiencing an energy loss). 

The refractive index grating is a dynamic, volume phase 

grating. For a grating thickness that is much larger than 

the fringe spacing, the "thick" or Bragg regime diffraction 

criterion presides. The grating is dynamic in that grating 

formation occurs only with light interaction. Moreover, the 

two-step process of light-induced grating formation and light 

scattering from the grating occur simultaneously within the 

interaction volume. To quantify a description of light wave 
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propagation inside the interaction volume requires that the 

charge 
distribution 

^ e 

(E = - Vcp) 

linear EO 
effect 

An(x) 

Fig. 3.5. Formation of a refractive index grating. 

wave equation be solved in a region of periodic index 

variation. Treatments of coupled wave analysis is given by 

Vahey[26] and Yeh[27]. The results of the analysis yield 
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coupled wave equations of the fo 

-^Ii = -y-^^ ai 

rm 

^z li + I2 (3.25) 

: f I2 = n ^^^' -ai2 
dz ll + I2 (3.26) 

where the coupling factor y is 

27c(An) . ^ 
Y = ^^—^sin (j) 

Xcos e (3.27) 

and Ii,2 are the intensities of the beams, 6 is the angle of 

intersection inside the material, X is the wavelength, and <|) 

is the relative shift in phase between the refractive grating 

and the intensity pattern. It is apparent from y that the 

maximum coupling action occurs for a relative phase dif

ference of (J) = (+/-) K/2. The phase can be changed by adding 

an externally applied voltage, as well as by other fac

tors [28] . 

The coupling action between two beams can be interpreted 

in terms of dynamic Bragg self-diffraction. When the two 

beams intersect, a volume interaction region occurs with 
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parallel equiphase planes of high intensity light (Fig. 3.2), 

and parallel regions of index variation (Fig. 3.5) that are 

TC/2 shifted in phase from the high intensity planes. This is 

essentially a dynamic holographic grating. The incident 

beams are diffracted by the grating, creating new beams that 

can be considered as simple diffraction orders. The propaga

tion of each laser beam from the interaction volume can then 

be considered to be composed of two waves; the zero order 

diffracted wave of one beam and the first order diffracted 

wave of the other. Due to the relative phase shift between 

the equiphase planes of the intensity pattern with the 

refractive grating, one set of zero and first order dif

fracted waves will add constructively (phase) while the other 

will add destructively (phase). Consequently, one beam 

experiences gain and the other loss. Finally, one last 

observation is that the direction of relative phase shift (j) 

between the intensity pattern and index grating will deter

mine which beam experiences gain and which experiences loss. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FOUR-WAVE MIXING AND PHASE CONJUGATION 

Nonlinear optics is the field dealing with the nonlinear 

interaction of light and matter. The process in nonlinear 

optics where four optical waves interact in a medium is 

called four-wave mixing[29]. The process involves a relation

ship between a set of optical (input) waves, and a subsequent 

material excitation and wave interaction. 

Every nonlinear optical process can be thought of as 

consisting of two parts: the first involves an optically 

induced nonlinear change in the medium, while the second 

involves the perturbed medium influencing the optical waves 

in a nonlinear manner. Although Maxwell's equations can be 

used to solve the second part of an optical process, interac

tion between optical waves in the perturbed medium, they 

cannot determine how the nonlinear response of the medium 

occurs due to the input optical waves[30]. It is therefore 

important to identify the nonlinear manner in which a medium 

and specifically, photorefractive BaTiOs is perturbed. By 

using the constitutive relation Eq. 2.5 the nonlinear 

response of a medium may be determined. 

4.1 Nonlinear Wave Equation 

The polarization of a material may be separated into 

linear and nonlinear components 
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p = p(L) + p(NL) ̂  (4.1) 

From Maxwell's equations, the nonlinear wave equation that 

includes a nonlinear polarization term is 

V^E - ,„S^ = ̂ Z^'"" 
3t^ at^ , (4.2) 

where the linear response is contained in e (in the second 

term on the left-hand side of Eq. 4.2), and p <NL) J_S the non

linear polarization. 

As a comparison with the linear wave equation (P<NL) = 

0) , the right-hand side of Eq. 4.2 would be zero, and optical 

waves described by the equation would have no interaction. 

Since the nonlinear polarization term is the distinctive 

feature of Eq. 4.2, it is important to understand its con

tribution to a nonlinear optical process. 

4.2 Nonlinear Polarization Development 

A theoretical development for dealing with nonlinear 

optical wave interactions in matter was published by Shen in 

1986 [31]. After summarizing the relevant points of that 

paper pertaining to the generation of any nonlinear polariza

tion term, a general methodology for determining a particular 

P (NL) ̂  applicable to degenerate four-wave mixing, will be 
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developed. The benefit of using the technique is that by 

identifying certain key parameters of the interacting waves, 

frequencies and wave vectors, the cumbersome nature of the 

equations involved in a thoroughly rigorous mathematical 

treatment (unnecessary for purposes contained herein) of four-

wave mixing may be avoided. 

The response of a material to an optical excitation is 

considered to be a material excitation, and can be 

represented by a material excitation wave \|/[31] . A general 

equation of motion 

Ly = F (4.3) 

relates the material excitation wave \j/ with an optical 

driving force F, where L is a differential operator charac

terizing the equation of motion. As an example, a material 

excitation wave \|/ generated from the interaction of two 

optical waves would stem from a driving force 

F = AEi(C0i,ki)E2(C02,k2) (4.4) 

where A is a coupling constant, 0)1,0)2 are frequencies, and 

ki,k2 are wave vectors. For optical waves Ei and E2 of the 
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form of Eq. 3.1, the exponents will combine to give a 

material excitation wave y with characteristics 

0) = 0)i ± 0)2 ( 4 . 5 ) 

k = k i ± k 2 . ( 4 . 6 ) 

In general, there are a variety of possible material 

excitations to characterize \j/ which include (but are not 

limited to) molecular vibrations, density and entropy 

variations, molecular orientations, and electronic excita

tions [31] . By adding all the different excitation con

tributions, an overall material excitation term \|/o can be 

defined 

\l/o(0),k) = ]^yi(0),k) 
i . (4.7) 

The change in the material due to the optical driving excita

tion can now be represented in terms of the nonlinear 

polarization P<NL) . jt is from this point that the material 

excitation waves can react back upon and modify the optical 

fields by Maxwell's equations. Continuing from Eq. 4.7, with 

the terms \|/i excited by two optical waves as before, and then 
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mixed with an additional optical wave E3 will yield 

P^^^Mo)o,ko) = XSi¥i(0),k)E3(0)3,k3) 
i (4.8) 

where Bi are coupling constants, 0)o, ko are output parameters, 

and 

yi(0),k) = AiEi(0)i,ki)E2(0)2,k2). (4.9) 

It is assumed that Eq. 4.6 is in the steady state[31]. That 

equation can also be represented in a more standard form in 

terms of the third order susceptibility X<̂ ) as 

P<̂ >̂ (0)o,ko) = EoX̂ ^̂  (0)o;0)i,0)2,0)3)Ei(0)i,ki)E2(0)2,k2)E3(0)3,k3) (4.10) 

where 

, (4. 11) 

As a general expression, the nonlinear polarization may be 

represented as the following 
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Pi (±0)i,±0)2. . .;±ki,±k2. . .) = eo[x|j[Ej(0)i,ki)Ek(0)2,k2) 

"̂  5C{jiiEj(0)i,ki)Ek(0)2,k2)Ei(0)3,k3)+. . .] (4^ 12) 

where i,j,k,...= 1,2,3 as indices for the Cartesian coor

dinate system, EQ is the permittivity of free space, Xij^ is 

the second order nonlinear susceptibility, Xijki is the third 

order nonlinear susceptibility, and so forth, and terms Ei are 

electric field terms. The polarization P^NL) ̂ ^̂ Ĵ  -^Q con

sidered the driving force term for nonlinear material ex

citation because it modifies the susceptibility % due to the 

presence of electric fields. Having determined an arbitrary 

p (NL) necessary for the mixing of an arbitrary number of 

optical waves, the nonlinear polarization term can then be 

substituted back into Eq. 4.2 for a solution of the interac

ting waves. It is informative to note (and will be later 

shown in Eq. 4.28) that the terms % are not just material 

characteristics of the medium, but that they depend, as well, 

on the characteristics (spatial and temporal) of the optical 

excitation fields[32]. 

4.'̂  Nonlinear Wave Mixing 

To emphasize the degree of mathematical complexity 

alluded to earlier (the first part of the example above), the 
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mathematical expression necessary for the mixing of two 

optical waves will be formulated. Each wave will have the 

form of Eq. 3.1. Then, the form of excitation for the 

quadratic nonlinear term, x<2), will be of the type (excluding 

electric field vector directions, temporarily) 

E1E2 = [̂EiEie"i<2ici-r-2coit) + 2EiE2e-if <''i+̂2)"̂"̂®i'̂ 2̂)̂l 
4 

+ EiEi + 2EiE2e-i{<'̂ i-''2)-̂ -<®i-«̂ 2)t) +_^ +c.c.]. (4.13) 

Equation 4.11 shows that the result of the mixing of two 

optical waves yields second harmonic, sum frequency, optical 

rectification and difference frequency terms (as well as more 

terms of the same form). Essentially, Eq. 4.13 represents 

the generation of a new wave Eo, with different "key" 

parameters (frequency and wave vector) than either of the two 

original waves. Those key parameters result in three-wave 

mixing; the interaction of two optical input waves, and one 

generated wave in a nonlinear medium with parameters 

COo = 0)i ± 0)j (4.14) 

ko = ki ± kj (4.15) 
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where i,j = 1,2. As can be seen from Eqs. 4.12 and 4.13, the 

expression describing the interaction of three optical input 

waves corresponding to the X<3) term is lengthy. In fact, a 

P<NL) stemming from x^^^ wave interactions with electric field 

vectors along the coordinate axes (representing 2 additional 

combinations of factors) will radiate 22 frequencies, and 

along with the various wave vector and electric field direc

tion combinations, will comprise 384 possible terms[33]. On 

the other hand, not all the terms are necessary to form a 

p (NL) useful for purposes of four-wave mixing herein. 

4.4 Nonlinear Polarization Parameter 
Selection 

Since the overall driving source term P <N̂ ' is assumed to 

be comprised of a combination of individual source terms, 

with frequencies (0)1,0)2,0)3, ...) and different wave vectors 

(ki,k2,k3, . . . ) , a single mathematical expression to include 

all possible combinations of parameters is unnecessarily un

wieldy when a limited set of parameters comprising the P <NL) 

source term is desired. Consequently, methodical tabulation 

of frequencies and wave vectors must be done for terms in 

p(NL) which contribute to the effect to be studied. 

For the case of phase conjugation by degenerate four-

wave mixing (DFWM) , all frequency parameters 0)i are the same. 
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That restriction eliminates many terms from a general P^ND 

source term expression for four-wave mixing. The geometry of 

Fig. 4.1 is used. 

BaTiO, 

crystal 

Fig. 4.1 Four-wave mixing geometry 

The waves Ei and E2 form a counterpropagating pair, as do E3 

and E4. 

In order to determine the material response to the input 

optical waves for the geometry in Fig. 4.1, a nonlinear 

driving term P^ND taking into account only those parameters 

of the driving waves output wave must be determined. Iden

tifying terms from Eq. 4.12, it can be seen that the second 

order term X<2) involves only two driving waves frequencies 
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components of 20) and 0, respectively. Consequently, the 

second order % term does not contribute to the output wave E4. 

The same reasoning can be applied to all even order terms in 

Eq. 4.12, and therefore, only odd order terms of % can possib

ly contribute. Considering the lowest possible order that 

can yield the correct frequency combination, the third order 

X term is the one responsible for the correct combination of 

frequencies (0)4 = 0)i - 0)2 + 0)3 = 0), for example) . It is 

noted that more than just a single combination of frequencies 

yield a correct result. Next, wave vectors must be taken 

into account. In general, the phase matching conditions for 

any four-wave mixing geometry are the following 

0)4 = 0)i ± 0)j ± 0))c (4.16) 

k4 = ki ± kj ± kk (4.17) 

where i,jfk = 1,2,3. The phase conjugate direction of k is 

specified as E(-k) = E*(k). By qualifying the parameter 

selection according to the wave mixing geometry, Eqs. 4.16 

and 4.17 can be modified to 

0)4 = 0)1 = 0)2 = 0)3 (4.18) 
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k4 = ki + k2 - k3. (4.19) 

Two possible physical representations for the desired mixing 

geometry are possible. The two index gratings formed are 

shown in Fig. 4.2. The grating kg = ki - k3 has a larger 

grating spacing and different vector direction than the 

grating kg = k2 - k3. Both gratings exist at the same time. 

\ 

•̂ 9= \ - •^3 

- % 

/ 

•̂ 9= "̂ 2- h 

Fig. 4.2. Wave vector geometries. 

To generate a diffracted wave with the required frequen

cy and wave vector, the phase matching condition of Eq. 4.19 

is needed. The phase matching condition is a necessary re

quirement if the grating formation Bragg condition is to be 

fulfilled. For the first wave vector geometry in Fig. 4.2, a 

photorefractive grating (with grating vector Kg) is created 

from the interference of two optical waves with wave vectors 

ki and k3. A third optical wave with wave vector k2 scatters 
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off the grating in the direction of wave vector k4 (the 

conjugate of the wave vector k3) . For the other case, the 

grating vector kg is formed from waves with wave vectors k2 

and k3. A wave with wave vector ki scatters off the grating 

yielding the conjugate k4 again. The geometry considered in 

Fig. 4.1 describes real-time holography in terms of nonlinear 

optical mixing[34]. From a nonlinear optics perspective, the 

wave with wave vector k4 can be considered "new," and is an 

optical wave generated from the perturbation of the medium 

interacting with the three driving optical waves (in 

agreement with the aforementioned conditions). If the 

degenerate frequency and phase matching conditions had not 

been imposed, new waves with harmonic frequency and wave 

vector direction could have been generated. Finally, the 

total polarization term P from Eq. 4.1 is 

P 4 , i = eo (XiVE4j + XijkiEijE2kE3i) ( 4 . 2 0 ) 

where X<̂ > is the linear susceptibility, X̂ '̂ is the third 

order nonlinear susceptibility, and Ei, E2 and E3 are the 

driving optical input waves, and i,j,k,l =1,2,3. By putting 

p (NL) of Eq. 4.20 into Eq. 4.2, the optical wave E4 can be 

calculated, and the interrelationship between all waves can 

be found. The applicable coupled wave equations are, after 
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using the slowly varying envelope approximation to reduce the 

equations to first order differentials[35] , 

dEi -Y * 
- — = —(E1E4 + E2E3)E4 
^^ -̂0 , (4.21) 

^ 2 -Y, * 
- — = —(E1E4 + E2E3)E3 
^^ -̂0 , (4.22) 

dE3 Y 
— - = -^(EiE4 + E2E3)E2 
^2 0̂ , (4.23) 

and 

dE4 Y * * * 
= -^(EiE4 + E2E3)Ei 

ciz lo (4.24) 

where Y is a complex coupling constant, and IQ is the total 

intensity. 

4.5 Photorefractive Nonlinear 
Polarization 

Though the process of DFWM can be in any medium with a 

nonzero %<^' [36], there exists a critical distinction between 

nonlinear photorefractive (in conjunction with the electro-
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optic effect) and non-photorefractive wave mixing[32,37]. 

For a photorefractive process (as described in chapter 3) 

energy exchange in two-beam coupling, and coupling interac

tion between four waves in FWM occurs due to the spacial 

displacement of an intensity interference pattern (between 

two beams) and its associated refractive index grating; a non

local phenomenon. For other nonlinear media, such as atomic 

vapors or liquids possessing a X̂ '̂ nonlinearity, the response 

of the medium to optical excitation occurs as a temporal 

displacement between the induced material polarization and 

the driving optical waves. 

Therefore, a simple, direct relationship between p <NL) 

and X̂-̂^ as Eq. 4.12 is not valid (concerning nonlocal proces

ses) . Though the nonlinear development of sections 4.1-4 is 

useful, it must be modified to account for the particular non

local nature of the intensity-dependent, space-charge field 

in photorefractive crystals such as BaTi03. Expanding the con

stitutive relation Eq. 2.5 gives 

D = EnE+P = eoE(i+x) = eoE[inlj 'nij '1 (4.25) 

where X is composed of linear X̂ ^̂  and nonlinear % ̂^̂^ parts. 

The nonlinear term X̂ ^̂ ' represents the perturbation in the 

medium due to optical excitation. It remains to express the 
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X̂ -̂ ^ term from Eq. 4.20 to one of general applicability for 

expressing the change in refractive index in nonlocal 

photorefractive BaTi03. Due to the vectorial nature of the 

incident optical waves and dielectric permittivity of the 

medium, a change in the refractive index requires a tensorial 

representation. From Eq. 4.25, the X̂ ^̂ ^ term can represent 

the X̂ '̂ factor of Eq. 4.20 mixed with a (grating) read beam 

Ei(ki) as 

/ (1) (NL) \ 
P 4 , i = eolXij E4 , j+Xi j E i j ) ( 4 . 2 6 ) 

where 

V<NL) _ (3) * 
Xij - Xi jklE2,kE3, l ( 4 . 2 7 ) 

shows that the perturbation of the medium is a function of 

optical waves E2(k2) and E3(-k3); they form the interference 

pattern. Likewise, the case for read beam E2(k2) and the 

other grating possibility (Fig. 4.2). For photorefractive 

crystals that utilize the electrooptic effect, the X̂ ^̂ ^ ̂ ^̂îst 

be represented as a change in the optical susceptibility due 

to the space-charge electric field Esc [25,37] 
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X̂ '̂ '̂ ' = -er-{R-EsciCg)-er (4.28) 

where Er = e/Eo is the relative permittivity tensor, R is the 

electrooptic tensor, and Esckg is the space-charge electric 

field in the direction of the grating vector. The change in 

the nonlinear optical susceptibility tensor Eq. 4.28 is 

derived in Appendix C. The change of the medium expressed in 

Eq. 4.28 is a volume phase grating and is spatially situated 

one quarter of a grating period away from the intensity inter

ference pattern from which it was generated. The spatial 

separation constitutes a nonlocal phenomenon. 

4 . 6 Grating Diffraction Efficiency 

A useful parameter for measuring the scattering effec

tiveness of a grating is the diffraction efficiency. A 

grating is formed from the interference of two waves. A 

third wave, originally blocked, is then unblocked and allowed 

to scatter off the grating. The third wave is known as the 

grating "read" beam. The diffraction efficiency is defined 

as 

Id 

Ii (4.29) 

where Id is the intensity of the diffracted wave, and Ii is 
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the intensity of the incident wave. The expression accoun

ting for electric field polarizations of the reading (in

cident) and diffracting waves is [25] 

^ = fch*-^'" L) . 
©3 

(4.30) 

where 0) is the frequency, L is the interaction length of the 

waves inside the volume grating, n3 is the index of refraction 

for the read beam, c is the speed of light, e*4 is the 

polarization of the diffracted wave, and e3 is the polariza

tion of the read beam. Since X̂ ^̂ ^ is a function of the space-

charge field Esc and the electrooptic tensor R, the diffrac

tion efficiency can change depending on a number of factors, 

the most prominent being grating orientation with respect to 

the crystal axis, modulation depth of the intensity pattern 

(from the grating "write" beams), and the polarization of the 

read beam. For a typical grating geometry Fig. 4.3 shows the 

wave interaction directions and angles with respect to the 

crystal axis. The diffraction efficiency for a read beam 

with ordinary polarization[25] is 

Tl = 
0)L 

4n3C 
ÎsEsc' (p)cos (p) 

(4.31) 
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where the terms are the same as for Eq. 4.30, except no is the 

ordinary index of refraction, ri3 is the applicable electro

optic tensor coefficient, and (3 is the angle between the 

extraordinary 

ordinary 

Fig. 4.3. Diffraction grating geometry. 

index grating vector kg and the crystal axis. For a read beam 

with extraordinary polarization, the diffraction efficien-

cy[25] is 
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X |ln4r33sin ttisin a2+2n|n2r42sin p̂ -i-n̂ ri3Cos tticos az] . (4.32) 

It is evident from the above equation that the diffraction 

efficiency is greatly enhanced for a grating angle 90<p<0 and 

a read beam with extraordinary polarization [25] (due to the 

contribution of the large r42 coefficient) . 

In summary, it has been shown the DFWM with a diffracted 

wave traveling in the conjugate direction is an involved 

nonlinear light and matter interaction process. By judicious 

selection of key parameters, a set of coupled wave equations 

describing wave interaction can be found. Further, by 

utilizing the component properties of the interacting waves 

and nonlinear medium, a predictable outcome for diffraction 

from a light-induced volume phase grating can be made. 
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CHAPTER V 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The collection of experimental data resulting from two-

beam coupling and degenerate four-wave mixing is typically 

done with devices that are sensitive to light intensity. A 

common method of obtaining intensity values for various wave 

geometries is by the use of a laser power meter. The laser 

power meter requires a photodetector sensor that is intensity 

sensitive, and which generates a small current that is 

amplified for eventual display (either analog or digital) . 

Where single intensity values are desired under steady state 

conditions, the laser power meter is an ideal measuring tool. 

However, the response of the meter, as indicated by the 

display, does not accurately correspond to quick fluctuations 

in the diffracted wave intensity; that is due to the 

amplification and display circuitry. Aside from the fact 

that the creation of optically-induced gratings may occur 

relatively quickly, a separate recording device is needed to 

indicate the grating formation process via intensity varia

tions of diffracted waves. Therefore, a digital data collec

tion methodology was developed to overcome those handicaps as 

well as to furnish a better insight into the nature of laser-

induced volume grating formation. The contents of this chap

ter include the specification of the data collection system, 

experimental results of two-beam coupling using the data 
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collection system, experimental diffraction results of 

degenerate four-wave mixing, and relevant information proces

sing information. 

^i^J, Data Collection System 

The flow of data begins with light intensity variations 

that were sensed with a photodetector connected to a digital 

storage oscilloscope as shown in Fig. 5.1. The oscilloscope 

was operated in the "store" mode so that analog data was 

sampled and displayed for further processing as digitized 

bits. The data was then saved in memory within the oscil

loscope. The data was accessed by a microcomputer configured 

to handle data and command exchanges via an IEEE 488 parallel 

interface. The 488 bus allowed the digitized data to be 

downloaded to the computer from the oscilloscope. Once the 

light 
waves photodetector 

digital storage 
oscilloscope 

488 bus 

computer 

digital 
data 

Fig. 5.1. Data flow diagram. 
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data was available for computer processing, graphing, data 

value tabulation, and other numerical processing operations 

could be performed. 

The digital data collection scheme used involved both 

hardware and software aspects. The hardware instrumentation 

consisted of four fundamental parts. The first part was the 

photodetector; a Newport model 818-SL. The second part was 

the digital storage oscilloscope; a Tektronix model 2230 with 

IEEE Standard Digital Interface for Programmable Instrumenta

tion option. The third part was the computer interface 

board; a National Instruments General Purpose Interface Bus 

(GBIP) model GBIP-PC2 for the IBM personal computer. The 

last part was the computer; an IBM personal computer model 

XT. Only the last three instruments require detailing the 

necessary hardware configuration. 

The Tektronix digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) was 

operated with the waveform acquisition parameters (Fig. 5.2) 

Menu Function Sub-menu1 Sub-menu2 Sub-menu3 Sub-menu4 

Acq Mode ST Peakdet 

Display Smooth 

Adv Func Comm Data Encdg 

Source 

Binary 

Acq 

Chan Ch 1 

Fig. 5.2. Menu acquisition parameters. 
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as selected from the oscilloscope storage controls. All 

other menu parameters were default selections. By choosing 

those parameters, data was encoded with an 8 bit weighting 

that yielded a display screen amplitude range of 256 levels. 

Though the Tektronix oscilloscope is capable of storing as 

much as 4096 data points during a measurement trial, it can 

only display 1024 data points at a time; one screen's worth 

of data. The other data points were accessed for display by 

horizontal scrolling of the stored waveform. Only 1024 data 

points were collected during measurement trials. 

The National Instruments GPIB-PC2 board, placed in 

an expansion slot of the computer was configured as shown in 

Fig. 5.3. 

GPIB-PC2 Hardware Setting 

Base I/O address 2B8H 

DMA Channel 1 

Interrupt Line IRQ7 

Fig. 5.3. GPIB interface board settings. 

The IBM XT personal computer was configured with a 10MB 

hard disk drive, a 5.25-inch floppy disk drive, and 640kb of 

RAM. The system configuration also included an IBM color 

monitor, keyboard, and an Epson LQ-850 printer. 
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Next, the software configuration will be outlined. It 

allowed stepwise control of the data collection flow. The 

root data manipulation and destination program was Lotus 1-2-

3 version 2.0. Since it is a common commercial spread

sheet/data manipulation program, and information is widely 

available concerning its use, its general functioning will 

not be detailed herein, but simply acknowledged. More impor

tantly, the use of the data acquisition program Lotus Measure 

(used in conjunction with Lotus 1-2-3) will be discussed. 

Briefly, Lotus Measure offers five 1-2-3 data acquisi

tion drivers that allow the use of a personal computer in a 

laboratory environment. The data acquisition driver, help 

and installation programs used were NAT488.DRV, 488.HLP, and 

NEWLIB.EXE. Those three programs comprise the 4 88 module 

that transforms a computer into a dedicated bus controller. 

The computer regulates the sending, receiving, and gathering 

of information on the bus. As a controller, it can set 

devices connected to the bus, trigger them, and retrieve data 

collected by the devices. Though the data flow can be 

bidirectional (data can be sent from or stored in a Lotus 1-2-

3 worksheet) only commands for data acquisition were sent and 

data received. The 488 module was installed with the 

software parameter selections for the GPIB interface as 

indicated in Fig. 5.4. After the 488 module was installed, 

an advanced macro program was written in a 1-2-3 worksheet 
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called DATACQ.WKl that allowed the computer to become the 

active controller of the single device (DSO) on the bus. 

Set-Up Mpnn 

Name 

I/O Port 

Bus Addr 

Time-Out 

Input EOS 

Output EOS 

Elem Separ 

EOI Mode 

Board Setting.^ 

GPIB_PC2 

02B8H 

0 

lOsec 

\010 (LF) 

\013\010 (CR,LF) 

\044 (,) 

Yes 

Devicel Settings 

DSOSCOPE 

(N/A) 

1 

30sec 

\010 

\013 

\044 

Yes 

Fig. 5.4. GPIB software parameter selection. 

Two problems that occurred dealt with the time-out and 

end-of-string (EOS) parameter selection. Time-out specifies 

the amount of time allotted for completion of a macro com

mand. It was discovered that the DSO could not function 

during test data acquisition trials for a time-out less than 

12 seconds. Consequently, a time-out was chosen that allowed 

more than enough time for the desired action. In addition, a 

problem with the device EOS Ascii delimiter was finally 

solved by choosing the control characters carriage return 

(CR) without line feed (LF) . 
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After all software configurations were selected and 

installed, each was then tested to a limited extent by the ex

ecution of a diagnostic program to insure efficient and cor

rect operation. After a few iterations between software con

figuration selection, internal self-test, and actual data 

acquisition trials, a workable data collection system was 

established. An advanced macro command program contained in 

DATACQ.WKl implemented the data collection sequence. 

5.2 Two-Beam Experiments 

A set of five two-beam coupling experiments was per

formed to validate the coupling phenomenon described in Chap

ter 3. Not only did energy transfer occur as predicted, but 

an important result was obtained. The experimental set up is 

shown in Fig. 5.5. 

Mirror 

/ 

c-axis 
/ I 

Photodetector V / \26o 
^ <^ — -1. — —^L- — ^ _ _ k _ i - - \ - - - t i 

^' BS 

p' BaTi03 Argon Laser 

(to DSO) 

Fig. 5.5. Two-beam coupling setup 
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With regard to the birefringent nature of BaTiOs, a 

horizontal (extraordinary) electric field polarization was 

chosen. Referring to Fig. 5.6, a crossing angle 260 occurs 

exterior to the crystal and a different crossing angle 29i 

occurs inside the crystal obeying Snell's Law. Thus, we have 

nrsin 6T = noSin 0, (5.1) 

where nj is the index of refraction inside the crystal, n© is 

the index outside, and 61 and 9o are the angles of incidence 

and transmission respectively. Since extraordinary polariza

tion was chosen, 

ni = ne(BaTi03) = 2.364 (5.2) 

and 

no(air) = 1.0003. (5.3) 

The internal and external geometry for ray propagation 

is shown in Fig. 5.6. The crystal was adjusted for maximum 

beam coupling during the first data collection trial (by 

adjusting the offset angle as indicated by p), and was not 

reoriented for the subsequent collection trials. 
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interaction 
region 

Fig. 5.6. Two-beam coupling geometry. 

The angles involved have been tabulated in Table 5.1. 

All angles were measured relative to the 360° rotation stage 

on which the crystal was positioned. The BaTiOs crystal main

tained a c-axis orientation of 264°, the beam 1 input angle 

was kept constant at 20°, and the beam 2 input angle was 

varied to provide an array of data angle values. The beam 1 

coupling gain will be defined as 
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^ Iio(with I2) 

Iio(alone) (5^4) 

where Iio(with I2) is the beam 1 coupled output, and 110 (alone) 

is the beam 1 output with beam 2 blocked. The grating period 

Ag is also tabulated in Table 5.1 for the internal intersec

tion angles 26i using Eq. 3.4 (where 0 = 20i). 

Table 5.1. Two-beam coupling experimental results. 

Expmt. Trial Beam 1 Beam 2 2&i Z^Q. Aa _rj_ 

TB3.WK1 1.6mw 2.0 mw 3° 7° 4.2 |lm 1.5 

TB4.WK1 1.6 mw 2.0 mw 4.2° 10° 2.95llm 2.4 

TB8.WK1 1.6 mw 1.9 mw 8.4° 20° 1.5 îm 2.2 

TBIO.WKI 1.6 mw 1.9 mw 10.4° 25° 1.2 |lm 1.87 

TB16.WK1 1.6 mw 2.0 mw 13.4° 32° 0.93|lm 1.46 

Graphs of the output data are shown in Appendix E. From 

Eq. 3.19, Eq. 3.20, and Appendix E, it can be seen that the 

formation of a volume refractive index grating due to the 

migration of charge carriers is time-exponential in nature. 

The beam experiencing energy gain (beam 1) does so as the 

other experiences a proportional energy loss. This energy 
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loss is manifested as an exponential decay of beam 2's output 

intensity. Upon completion of the two-beam coupling ex

periments, the average value of the four hundred largest data 

point values was determined yielding a gain value Fj for each 

trial. The gain values, when plotted versus grating spacing 

as shown in Fig. 5.7, demonstrate that the beam coupling is 

-H 

o 

Grating Period A (jim) 

Fig. 5.7. Graph of two-beam coupling gain 

mo St efficient when the grating period is a value AM- The 

value AM is an intermediate value between the maximum and 

minimum distance spacings for the set of crossing angles 

studied. 
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The significance of the maximum gain, grating spacing 

point AM of Fig. 5.7 stems directly from the equation for the 

space-charge field, Eq. 3.23. For large grating periods (ex

periment trials TB3.WK1 and TB4.WK1), the effect of the 

diffusion field EQ predominates. As the grating spacing 

decreases, the diffusion field increases to yield a two-beam 

coupling gain value of 2.5 at AM = 2.4 }lm. As discussed in 

Chapter 3, the value AM is now equal to the Debye screening 

length Is, and the strength of the diffusion field is equal to 

the limiting space-charge field Eq. For grating spacings less 

than AM = Isf the Egc is partially screened, reducing the 

space-charge field below what it would have been if more 

mobile charge had been available for diffusion. Conse

quently, with the reduction in Esc/ and the corresponding 

decrease in the change of refractive index due to Egc (Eq. 

4.28), a lessening of grating diffraction efficiency occurs 

as indicated by the slope of the gain curve (Fig. 5.7) for 

small grating periods. 

It is now possible to calculate the maximum space-charge 

field allowable for the set of experimental conditions. From 

Eq. 3.23 (neglecting the sinusoidal modulation) and utilizing 

the relationship 
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^ M , (5.5) 

the maximum space-charge field yielding the maximum grating 

diffraction efficiency has magnitude 

IE3J = USfiTĵ  ^ lksT2i 
2 q - 2 q A. . (5.6) 

Setting the parameters of Eq. 5.6 as follows: kg = 1.38x10-23 

J/K, T = 300K, q = 1.6x10-19 c, and AM = 2.4 M-m yields 

EscI = 33,870 V/m (5.7) 

in the grating vector direction. 

The impurity concentration Nx can be calculated from the 

above results. For dc dielectric constants of 106 and 4300 

parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis, and a p = 18°, the 

effective dielectric constant is 

Eeff = k-e-k = e_Lsin̂  p + Epcos^ p = 506.4 (5.8) 

where k is the unit grating vector. From Eq. 3.24 and Fig. 

5.7, the square of the Debye screening wave vector value is 
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ks = ^ f = 6.854xl0^cm-2 
\AM/ . (5.9) 

The impurity concentration is then calculated to be 

N^ = ^̂ gfffgQ̂ RT ^ 4.8xl0^'cm-3 
q2 (5.10) 

where ks is the Debye screening wave vector, ke is Boltzman's 

constant, T is temperature in degrees Kelvin, q is charge, 

and 60 is the permittivity of free space. 

5.3 Information Beam Discussion 

Spatial information was impressed on the beams in a 

binary format to test the usefulness of two-beam coupling as 

a light information amplification process. The binary format 

was a "light present" or "no light present" spatial modula

tion of the beams. Two different types of spatial modulation 

sources were used: photographic slides and a liquid crystal 

TV (LCTV) . It was experimentally determined that for a sig

nificant gain with discernable output, a large intensity 

contrast between spatially varying locations of the beam was 

necessary. 

A variety of photographic slides were used in two-beam 

coupling trials that showed the best "readable" gain resulted 

from high contrast "binary" slides; i.e., ones that did not 
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allow any light transmission through undesignated areas. 

Lower contrast slides allowed unwanted light scattering at 

the readout point, which contributed to inaccurate, "noisy" 

intensity readouts. Furthermore, due to the Gaussian shape 

of the beams, better coupling and readout occurred toward the 

center of the beam, even when it was spatially filtered and 

expanded. It was verified that the two-beam coupling effect 

was spatially independent for different areas of the crystal 

undergoing separate wave interaction. In essence, the crys

tal could successfully be "segmented" into smaller sub-

volumes of separate two-beam coupling interaction regions. 

However, it was also discovered that the best coupling oc

curred for interaction regions that were composed of the 

largest volume areas. 

Experiments performed using the LCTV were substantially 

less successful in that no definitive two-beam coupling of 

the type accomplished with high contrast slides was achieved. 

Varying a number of parameters including electric field 

polarization, LCTV image contrast and higher/lower beam 

intensities did not provide any significant gain improvement 

when compared with the other method. The greatest problem of 

amplifying an image put on the beam was due to poor, spatial

ly uniform contrast, and extraneous or unwanted light reflec

tions (and scattering) at the readout point. Since the only 

method of readout attempted utilized intensity variations 
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between coupled and uncoupled beam points, the "noisy" light 

scattering interfered with accurate readout measurements. 

^L^ Four-Wave Mixing Exper-Jmenl-.<:; 

Two four-wave mixing experiments were performed 

utilizing the experimental set-up of Fig. 4.3. Grating 

diffraction efficiency was examined from the perspective of 

the importance of beam electric polarization. The first 

experiment utilized a readout beam with ordinary polariza

tion (to the crystal axis), while the second used extraor

dinary polarization. Since the only variable changed between 

the two experiments was the readout beam polarization, the 

theoretical discussion in Chapter 4 concerning the importance 

of the large electrooptic coefficient r42 on grating diffrac

tion efficiency was verified. 

For the case of ordinary readout beam polarization, a 

diffraction efficiency of 

.04 Uw ^^^^ „ 

°̂ = T-r^ = -̂ ^̂ ^ ' (5 11) 
3 . 4 m w \-j . ±±) 

was measured. For the case of extraordinary readout beam 

polarization, a diffraction efficiency of 

1-2 îw _ ^ 

°̂ = J T ^ " ° (5.12) 
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was measured. An improvement of over 14 db was accomplished 

simply by taking advantage of the unique physical parameters 

inherent in BaTiOs. 

The experimental trials performed and results tabulated 

herein provide a definitive verification to the theory of 

light-wave interaction in anisotropic BaTiOs. Though several 

simplifying assumptions were made (plane wave approximations, 

the neglecting of absorption and extraneous air/surface 

reflection effects), the theoretical basis for the two-beam 

coupling and degenerate four-wave mixing nonlinear optical 

processes was proven successfully by experiment. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

An investigation into nonlinear optical interactions in 

barium titanate has been performed. Specifically, the 

phenomenon known as the photorefractive effect has been 

analyzed as it applies to a photoconductive, anisotropic 

electrooptic crystal. 

In order to successfully optimize the procedure using 

light-beam signals for information processing, a detailed 

analysis of the inner workings of the material needed to be 

completed. Attention to the manner in which optical waves 

propagate in an anisotropic medium and how that propagation 

can change (via the Pockels effect) played a critical role in 

developing optimum conditions for two-beam coupling and four-

wave mixing. 

By utilizing a variety of property characteristics, the 

tools for dealing with the interaction of light and matter 

were developed. Following a general description of the 

photorefractive effect, particular models detailing the 

movement of photoexcited charge carriers were presented. An 

effective intensity modulation amplitude term was formulated 

to allow for a maximization of the intensity interference pat

tern . 

From the discussion of the creation of a space-charge 

field, mathematical formulas were developed and applied to 
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optimize two-beam coupling. The groundwork for efficient 

coupling action was provided, and insight into the importance 

of the two beams' relative phase relationship with respect to 

spatial location inside the material was obtained. 

A description of the general context of nonlinear light-

and-matter interaction was developed and utilized in the 

development of an effective nonlinear polarization term based 

on photorefractive considerations (instead of true third 

order Kerr effects). The equations for diffraction efficien

cy were presented and by capitalizing on the unique material 

characteristics of barium titanate, optimal conditions for 

large, scattering efficiencies were predicted. 

Finally, experimental trials were conducted to test and 

verify the theoretical foundations discussed. An evaluation 

of the performance of two spatial light modulation techniques 

was given and the underlying assumptions and problems as

sociated with the process were presented. 

In conclusion, it is clear that precise knowledge of the 

operating and tensorial characteristics of barium titanate 

and the photorefractive process, in general, will permit 

optimized optical signal processing of light-by-light 

(through matter) scattering in nonlinear four-wave mixing 

experiments. 
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APPENDIX A 

DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS WHICH DEFINE 

PERTURBED INDICES OF REFRACTION 

The influence of an electric field on wave propagation 

in an anisotropic medium, as specified by the linear 

electrooptic effect, can be described as a perturbation of 

the index ellipsoid of the medium. These expanded equations 

for barium titanate were derived independently from the angle 

restricted method of Yariv and Yeh[9]. An equation which 

defines the perturbing effects on the optical indicatrix is 

+ 2yzr4)cEk + 2zxr5kEk + 2xyr6kEk = 1 

^3kEk z^ , . . 

(A.l) 

where (k = 1,2,3) the r terms are linear electrooptic coef

ficients, the E terms are electric field components along the 

major axes, and the no and n^ terms are the unperturbed or

dinary and extraordinary indices of refraction, respectively. 

For the case of BaTi03, Eq. A.l may reduces to 

\ni 

+ 2yzr42Ey + 2zxr5iEx = 1 

(A.2) 
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due to the existence of only five linear electrooptic coef

ficients in BaTi03. By comparing Eq. A.2 with the equation 

for an index ellipsoid without an electric field present. 

2ii + Xi + zi = 1 
ni ni n| , (A. 3) 

it shall be shown that the presence of an arbitrary electric 

field can change both the shape and orientation of the index 

ellipsoid. Three cases will be detailed. 

In the first case, an electric field is present on 

BaTi03 with a vector direction oriented along the z coordinate 

axis. The index ellipsoid is 

(i * H''̂  Mi ̂  Ĥ ^ Mi ̂  Ĥ ^ = \ 
Since the electric field E^ has no x or y direction com

ponents, the cross terms of Eq. A.2 (those containing yz and 

zx) vanish. By an appropriate sequence of mathematical 

manipulations, the Eq. A.4 can be written in the form of Eq. 

A.3. 

To begin with, the portions of Eq. A.4 in parentheses 

can be expressed (with respect to Eq. A.3) as the index of 

refraction n, plus the change in the index of refraction due 

to an electric field An: 
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+ r^wEvI = 1 = 
\n' 

j k ^ k 
(n + An)̂  n(l . ^ \ ^ AH^^ n2 1 + 

n (A.5) 

By u t i l i z i n g t h e b i n o m i a l s e r i e s e x p a n s i o n 

( l + M)-' = 1 , ( . 2 ) ( M ) + . . . = 1 - 2 'An 
t n (A.6) 

Eq. A.5 can be expressed as 

+ r 
In' ^̂-̂  = il^ - Ŵ - 2 An 

n̂  vn- (A.7) 

Noting that the linear electrooptic contribution of Eq. A. 7 

equates as 

^jkE)c — - 2 An 

n- (A.8) 

the index of refraction perturbed by the electric field An 

can be represented as 

An = - i-rjkn3Ek (A.9) 

Finally, the new index ellipsoid can be written in terms of 

the original indices of refraction and the perturbing effects 
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due to the electric field E, as 

^ + ^ + ^ = 1 
nl n2 ni 

(A.10) 

where 

nx = no - ^n3ri3Ez 
2 ' (A.11) 

ny = no - •Ĵ n3r23Ez 
(A.12) 

and 

nz = ne - ̂ n3r33Ez 
(A.13) 

It can be seen from a comparison of Eqs. A.3 and A.10 that a 

difference exists between the two such that the indices of 

refraction have undergone a change in magnitude proportional 

to the size and direction of the perturbing electric field, 

the value of the particular linear electrooptic coefficient, 

and the appropriate index of refraction (when E = 0). 

For the second case, an electric field E is present on 

the material with components in the y and z directions. The 

equation describing the perturbing effects of the field is 
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J - + r,,E,W2 + (-L 
mi •13^z r in2 

+ r23Ez y2 + (-̂  + r33E2 z2 + 2yzr42Ey = 1 
(A.14) 

Due to the presence of the yz cross term, it is difficult to 

represent Eq. A.14 in the form of Eq. A.3 as was done in the 

previous case. But by utilizing a transformation of coor

dinates that causes the cross term to disappear, a new, 

primed coordinate system will be defined that allows the 

shape of the index ellipsoid to be of the same general form 

as Eq. A. 3. Let the unprimed and primed system coordinate 

transformation be defined as 

X = x' / (A.15) 

y = y'cos 9 - z'sin 6, (A.16) 

and 

= v'sin 6 + z'cos 0 (A.17) 

where 6 is the angle of rotation about the x axis between the 

two systems. Also, let the x coordinate direction term of 

Ea A.14 (because it is the same for both coordinate systems) 

be temporarily defined as a constant A as 
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A = ( ^ + ri3E, 2 "" ^ 1 
^^° '• (A.18) 

Af t e r s u b s t i t u t i n g i n t o Eq. 14 t h e above q u a n t i t i e s y i e l d s 

x'^A + (y ' cos 0 - z ' s i n Ofl-^ + r23E,) 

+ ( y ' s i n 0 + z ' c o s ©fU 
Wi 

+ 2r42Ey(y'cos 0 - z ' s i n 0)(y'sin 0 + z ' c o s 0) = 1. 

, + r33EJ 
i / (A.19) 

Expanding Eq. A.19 y i e l d s the fol lowing 

X ' 
2 3 - z , 

o I 

Â + (y'2cos2 0 - 2 y ' z ' c o s 0s in 0 + z '^sin^ OVJ- + r23E 
\nl 

+ (y '^s in^ 0 + 2 y ' z ' c o s 0s in 0 + z'2cos2 OJf^ 
\ni 

+ 2r42Ey[(y'^- z'^jcos 0s in 0 + y 'z ' (cos2 0 - sin^ o)] = 1. 

+ r33EJ 
/ (A.20) 

At t h i s p o i n t , i t i s a p p r o p r i a t e t o c o n s o l i d a t e a l l t h e y ' z 

c r o s s te rms in Eq. A.20 in one exp re s s ion , and s e t t o z e r o : 

2r42Eyy'z'(cos2 0 - sin^ 0) - 2 y ' z ' c o s 0sin 0/^^ + r23Ez] 

+ 2 y ' z ' s i n 0cos 0^-^ + r33EJ = 0 

(A.21) 
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2 y ' z ' r42Ey(cos2 0 - s i n ^ 0) - c o s 0 s i n 0 + c o s 0 s i n 0 
n? ni (A.22) 

+ 2 y ' z ' c o s 0 s i n 0( - r23Ez + r33Ez) = 0 . 

D i v i d i n g b o t h s i d e s o f E q . A. 22 by 2 y ' z ' a n d c o n s o l i d a t i n g 

t e r m s y i e l d s 

r42Ey(cos2 0 - s i n ^ 0) (A.23) 

+ c o s 0 s i n 0 | 4 1 r23Ez + rssEz) = 0 
Ui ni n 

r42Ey(cos2 0 - s i n ^ 0) = c o s 0 s i n QU ^ + r23Ez - r33Ez| 
\ni n i / (A, 24) 

. _ 2 c o s 2 0 - s i n Q. = _1—^J= 1_ + rp-,E^ - r33E 
c o s 0 s i n 0 r42Ey\ni n i 

2 3 ^ z ~ •L33^z 
(A.25) 

a n d 

c o t 0 - t a n 0 = -^—{^ - ^ + ^23Ez - r33E; 
r42Ey\ni n i (A.26) 

S u b s t i t u t i n g t h e t r i g o n o m e t r i c i d e n t i t y 

t a n 0 - c o t 0 = - 2 c o t 20 (A.27) 

i n t o E q . A . 2 6 r e s u l t s i n 
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2 c o t 0 ^ 1—(-1 L + r23E, - r33E,] 
r42Ey\n2 ni ) . ^^^28) 

F i n a l l y , t h e a n g l e be tween t h e unpr imed and p r imed c o o r d i n a t e 

s y s t e m s can be e x p r e s s e d a s 

t a n 20 = i i l i ^ y . 
^ - ^ + r23Ez - r33Ez 
ni ni (A.29) 

= 2 r 

where 

k = (_ili£i_l( 

{ "^"° X^y - kEyE, + k%El + . . .) 
\ni - nil 

42 

^23 ~ ^33) 

In the first order linear approximation, the angle 0 expres

sion is (as previously) , 

tan 20 = 2r42 
[ni - nil 

The angle described allows the index ellipsoid specified 

in the unprimed coordinate system by Eq. A. 14 to reduce to 

the general form as specified by Eq. A.3 in the new primed 

coordinate system specified by Eqs. A.15-17. The elimination 

of the cross term allows Eq. A.14 to be expressed as follows 
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x '^A + y ' ^^^f-^ + cos2 0r23E, + . s i n ' 0 + 
ni ni 

s i n ' 0r33E; 

{ + y ' l 2 r 4 2 E y C o s 0 s i n 0 
(A.30) 

+ z 2 ^ + s i n ^ e r „ E 3 + £ ^ + eos^ er33E, 
n^ 

- z ' ^ [2r42EySin Ocos o] = 1 . 

The a b o v e e q u a t i o n c a n now c o n v e n i e n t l y b e e x p r e s s e d w i t h 

c o n s t a n t s a s 

x ' ^A + y ' ^ B + z '^C = 1 
(A.31) 

The constant B of Eq. A.31 can be evaluated as 

B=il^ sin 
ni 

^ . ( . - sin' 0)r23E, + sini_0 ^ ^^^2 Q^ 
ni 

33E; 

+ 2r42EySin 0 c o s 0 
(A.32) 

a n d 

B = -V + r23E, - s i n ' BI^ - -^ + r o .E , - r . . E 
ni mi ni 

23^z - -l^33^z: 

+ 2r42EyCos 0 s i n 0 . 
(A.33) 

Now s u b s t i t u t i n g a fo rm of Eq. A . 2 9 a s 
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t a n 20 • ^£42Ey ^ 2 s i n 0 c o s 0 

^ - ^ + r23E, - r33E, 1 - 2 s i n ' 0 
no ne (A.34) 

i n t o E q . A . 3 3 y i e l d s 

B = - ^ + r23E, - s i n ' 0 U i H ^ l . + 2r42EygQS' Q^in 0 
^o \ t a n 20/ c o s 0 (A. 35) 

B = ^ ^ r23E. - s i n ' e f ^ f l ^ v l L ^ ^ f i f ^ ^ 
^o V 2 s i n 0COS 0 / (A.36) 

+ 2r42EyCOs2 0 t a n 0 

B = ^ + r23Ez + t a n 0r42Ey(2s in ' 0 - l ) 
n i (A.37) 

+ 2r42EyCos2 0 t a n 0 . 

C o m b i n i n g t e r m s a n d r e d u c i n g y i e l d s 

B = ^ + r23Ez - t a n 0r42Ey + 2r42Ey(sin ' 0 + cos2 OJtan 0 
n i . (A.38) 

L a s t l y , t h e y ' c o o r d i n a t e c o n s t a n t i s 

B = - ^ + r23Ez + r42Eytan 0 
n i . (A.39) 

By utilizing the same procedure, the z' constant C can be 
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shown t o be 

C = - ^ + r23Ez - r42Eytan 0 
^o . (A.40) 

Therefore, with the constants A, B, and C evaluated, Eq. A.31 

can be formally expressed in the new coordinate system as 

X ' i - \ + ri3Ez] + y ' ' [ - l - + r23Ez + r42Eytan 0 
\ni / \ni / 

+ z ' ' M - + r23Ez - r42Eytan o] = 1 
\ni / 

(A.41) 

The remaining task is to utilize the procedure detailed 

in the first case to change Eq. A.41 into the form specified 

by Eq. A.3. As an example, the new index of refraction ny is 

expressed as 

U _ = /J^ + r23Ez + r42Eytan 0| = 1 -
n'. \ni ; (n̂  + Ano) . (A. 42) 

After applying the procedure using the binomial expansion ap

proximation (Eqs. A.5-8), the change in refractive index with 

respect to the primed coordinate system is 

Ano = - n̂3(r23Ez + r42Eytan Q) ^^^^^^ 
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By using the same methodology for the remaining terms, the 

new indices of refraction due to an electric field E com

prised of components in the y and z directions are 

nx- = no - ^ngnaEz 
(A.44) 

ny. = no - 7-n3(r23Ez + r42Eytan 0) 
2 ^ , (A.45) 

and 

nz- = ne - n̂3(r33Ez - r42Eytan 0) ^^ 

For the third case the new indices of refraction for an 

applied electric field in the y direction only (Ey) can be the 

following: 1) . Formulated according to the techniques shown 

in the previous two cases, or 2). Directly ascertained from 

the Eqs. A. 44-46. By letting Ez=0 in Eqs. A. 44-46, the 

indices of refraction are 

Hx- = no, (A.47) 

ny. = no - ^n3r42Eytan 0^ ^^^^^^ 

and 
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nz- = ne + -̂ n3r42Evtan 0 
2 (A.49) 

where the rotation of the new, primed coordinate system is 

defined by 

tan 29 = ^ll^ih. 

\ni ni/. (A.50) 

Essentially, the above equations represent changes in 

how optical waves propagate in BaTi03 under certain electric 

field conditions. The index ellipsoid, a model useful for 

pictorially describing wave propagation in an anisotropic 

medium, becomes distorted in shape in the presence of an 

arbitrary electric field, thus signalling changes in the 

velocity of wave propagation for different wave 

polarizations. The magnitude of the change is dependent on 

the value of the original index of refraction, the 

appropriate electrooptic coefficient (which can be large, as 

the case for the r42 coefficient in BaTi03) , and the magnitude 

of the electric field component. 
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APPENDIX B 

BAND TRANSPORT MODEL EQUATIONS 

The five general equations[21,39] which must be solved 

simultaneously to find the space-charge field discussed in 

Chapter 3 are listed (for electrons): 

1) a charge carrier rate equation 

^N|ilt) = K)I{X)(NO - NS) - Y„n.NS 
3t vhv/ , 

2) t h e c u r r e n t equa t ion 

Jx = lleneEx + e D ^ ^ 

3) the continuity equation 

5 J X _ .3(ND - ne) JS. = •e 

4) G a u s s ' s Law 

BE p _ e(Nn - ne - NA) 

ax e 
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( B . l ) 

a x , (B.2) 

ax at , (B.3) 

~ ~ e , (B .4) 



and 5) an equation for the total number of dopants (im

purities) 

ND = Ng + NS, (B.5) 

where No is the total number of impurity ions, N^D and N+D are 

the donor and acceptor number densities, J is the current, |J, 

is the mobility, y is the recombination coefficient, tto is the 

absorbtion cross section, V is the thermal velocity of free 

electrons, ne is the electron number density, D is the 

electron diffusion coefficient, and I is the intensity of the 

interference pattern. 
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APPENDIX C 

NONLINEAR OPTICAL SUSCEPTIBILITY 

DERIVATION 

The change in the optical susceptibility tensor due to 

an electric field for BaTi03 described in Eq. 4.28 can be for

mulated from the equation defining the electrooptic coef

ficients, Eq. 2.8[25]. Briefly, Eq. 4.28 states that 

5x = -e^-(r-E3okg)-er (C.I) 

where 5% is the change in optical susceptibility, Er is the 

relative permittivity, r is the electrooptic tensor, Egc is 

the space-charge electric field, and kg is the grating vector 

direction. Since the permittivity of a material £ is a func

tion of the permittivity of free space EQ and the relative 

permittivity Er 

e = EoEr (C.2) 

and the principal indices of refraction for non-magnetic 

materials can be expressed as 
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n2 = § i L - £22 

eo e 0 ( C . 3 ) 

and 

n i = §3^ 
^0 f ( C . 4 ) 

and the relative permittivity can be expressed as 

8r = -^ = n2 

So . (C.5) 

The index of refraction n has defined values no and ng 

along the principal dielectric axes of barium titanate. Its 

use is generally restricted to mathematical expressions of 

isotropic media or ones regarding the principal dielectric 

axes of an anisotropic medium. 

Next, the Eq. 2.28 (change in the impermeability tensor) 

can be rearranged so that the effect on the impermeability 

tensor from an electric field T\{E) is expressed as a combina

tion of the original state Tl (E = 0), the impermeability 

tensor without the presence of an electric field, and the 

change in the impermeability tensor due to an electric field 

AT|, as the following 
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T1(E) = T1(E = 0) + ATI (C.6) 

T1(E) L = 
n2 
"(E=0) 

+ rEsc = (A + B) 
(C.7) 

where A and B are substitution matrices representing the two 

terms in brackets of Eq. C.7, n(E) is the refractive index 

with an electric field, and n(E=o) is the refractive index of 

the material in its original state. The matrix A will be the 

inverse relative permittivity of the material's original 

state (without an electric field) and the matrix B will be 

the change in the impermeability tensor (as a function of the 

electrooptic tensor r and electric field Egc) • Then by 

matrix manipulation of Eq. C.7, 

n]^^ = (A + B)-̂  = {A(1 + A-^B))"' = [l +A-^B]"V\ (C.8) 

By using the first approximation of the power series expan

sion 

(1 + x)^ = 1 + qx + 3iHziI + ... ^̂ ^̂ ^ 

the bracketed term of Eq. C.8 can be expressed as 

(1 + A-^B)'' = 1 -A-̂ B , (CIO) 
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and Eq. C.8 is 

(1-A-^B)"V^ = (l-A-^B)A-^ = A-^ - A-^BA-\ (C.ll) 

Next, substituting into the matrix variables of Eq. C.ll with 

the quantities from Eq. C.7, 

r' - A-'BA-^ = n2j.,o, - n2j,̂ o, (rE)n2^=o, , ^^.12) 

Lastly, having determined the required mathematical form 

of the answer, it is necessary to substitute the appropriate 

quantities back into Eq. C.12 (Er = n2) and reactivate tensor 

notation. The change in the optical susceptibility due to 

the presence of an electric field may be expressed in terms 

of the original state quantities (those for E = 0) as 

5% = M ^ = -er-(r-EsclCg) -Er 

n̂ E) • (C.13) 

(the second term on the right hand side of Eq. C.12). This 

representation not only shows the electrooptic coefficient 

and space charge field dependence, but also retains the 

important tensorial qualities. 
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APPENDIX D 

SCATTERING EFFICIENCY DERIVATION 

The d e v e l o p m e n t o f m a t h e m a t i c a l e x p r e s s i o n s f o r t h e 

d i f f r a c t i o n e f f i c i e n c y o f w a v e s f rom a p h o t o r e f r a c t i v e 

g r a t i n g i n BaTiOa w i t h o r d i n a r y a n d e x t r a o r d i n a r y e l e c t r i c 

f i e l d p o l a r i z a t i o n s b e g i n s w i t h t h e g e n e r a l s c a t t e r i n g e q u a 

t i o n (Eq. 4 . 3 0 ) o f F e i n b e r g [ 2 5 ] 

^ = fch'-^^ 6 3 
( D . l ) 

where 5% is the change in optical susceptibility, e3 and e4 

are the grating "read" and scattered beam polarizations 

respectively, L is the beam interaction length, CO is the 

optical frequency, c is the speed of light and n3 is the index 

of refraction for the read beam (polarization dependent). 

The distinctive part of Eq. D.l involves how the change 

in optical susceptibility affects scattering efficiency 

between read and scattered beams of ordinary polarization, 

and ones of extraordinary polarization. A mathematical treat

ment (which leads to Eqs. 4.31 and 4.32) of both cases can 

provide insight into the complexity of anisotropic material 

and wave interaction. 
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The change in the optical susceptibility tensor can be 

specified in terms of a change in the impermeability tensor Tj 

due to the presence of an electric field. An expression 

given in Cartesian coordinates aligned with the principal 

axes of the crystal is 

ATl i j = 

A T | I I Ar|i2 AT1I3 

ATI21 A T | 2 2 ATI23 

ATI31 Ari32 Ari33 

- ^ i j k E k -

^ l l k E k 

^33kEk -
( D . 2 ) 

where rijĵ  (i,j,k = 1,2,3) are the electrooptic tensor coef

ficients and the E terms are electric field components. As 

an example, an expansion of the first element in the matrix 

of Eq. D.2 yields 

J^iikEk - ^iixEx + riiyEy + r i i zEz . (D.3) 

From crystal symmetry considerations involving the imper

meability tensor (Eqs. 2.9-2.14), a contracted index conven

tion allows the matrix specified by Eq. D.2 for BaTi03 to 

reduce as 

^ i j k E k -

^ I k E k ^6kEk ^5kEk 

^6kEk ^2kEk r 4 k E k 

. ^5kEk ^4kEk ^3kEk 
(D.4) 
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After substituting in values for r, as specified in Eqs. 2.16-

2.18, the matrix in Eq. D.4 further reduces to 

^ijkEk -
ri3E3 0 rsiEi 

0 r23E3 r42E2 

^5iEi r42E2 r33E3 J 
(D.5) 

Therefore the change in optical susceptibility for BaTi03 may 

then be expressed as 

5% = - Er-
ri3E3 0 rsiEi 

0 r23E3 r42E2 

^5lEi r42E2 r33E3 _ 

er 
(D.6) 

The relative permittivity tensor Er is diagonal in 

Cartesian coordinates along the principal axes of the crys

tal. Under this circumstance, Eq. D.6 then becomes 

5x = - erv 

ri3E3 0 r5iEi 

0 r23E3 r42E2 

- ^5lEl r42E2 ^33E3 

Er. 

Ez. 
(D.7) 

Recognizing that the relative permittivity may alternately be 

expressed in terms of the index of refraction (Er = n2) and 

accounting for the distinction between ordinary and extraor

dinary indices for x, y and z coordinates in the uniaxial 

crystal, Eq. D.7 also be written as 
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5x = -

ni 

n; 

ni. 

ri3E3 0 rsiEi 

0 r23E3 r42E2 
Ĵ siEi r42E2 r33E3 

ni 

n; 

ni. 
(D.8) 

Af te r per forming t h e necessa ry mat r ix m u l t i p l i c a t i o n , the 

change in o p t i c a l s u s c e p t i b i l i t y may be expressed as 

5x = -
nSri3E3 0 ninirsiEi 

0 nSr23E3 ninir42E2 

.ninirsiEi nin2r42E2 n|r33E3 
(D.9) 

The next step is to identify quantitatively the 

polarization vectors 63 and e4 for ordinary and extraordinary 

polarization directions. For the geometry used, as in

dicated in Fig. 4.3, the only possible direction of ordinary 

polarization for beams in the y-z plane is the x direction; 

it is orthogonal to the plane. Therefore, the ordinary 

polarization vectors can be described by 

63 = 
1 
0 

L 0 J 
(D.IO) 

64 = 

1 
0 

LO J 
(D.ll) 
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and. 

'4 = [ 1 0 0 ]. (D.12) 

The extraordinary polarization vectors are components in the 

y-z plane, and are given by 

e^ = 
0 

•cos tti 

sin tti. (D.13) 

64 = 
0 

•cos 0.2 
sin a2 . (D.14) 

and. 

e; =[ 0 -cos a2 sin a2 J . (D.15) 

Since the space-charge field Egc is directed along the 

grating vector Icg, it has components that lie in the y-z 

plane only. Consequently, Ex does not exist. The allowed 

electric field components along the principal axes, as in

dicated in Fig. 4.3 are given by 

Ev = 0, (D.16) 
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Ey = EsoSinP^ (D.17) 

a n d . 

Ez = Esccos p . (D.18) 

Wi th t h e p r e l i m i n a r i e s e s t a b l i s h e d , i t r e m a i n s t o s u b 

s t i t u t e t h e p o l a r i z a t i o n and e l e c t r i c f i e l d components i n t o 

t h e a p p r o p r i a t e p a r t of Eq. D . l and e v a l u a t e t h e d o t 

p r o d u c t s . For o r d i n a r y p o l a r i z a t i o n , t h e e v a l u a t i o n y i e l d s 

e ; - 5 x - e 3 = [ 1 0 0 ]• 

nSri3Ez 

0 

0 

0 0 

n^r23Ez nin2r42Ey 

nin2r42Ey n|r33Ez 

1 
0 
0 J 

(D.19) 

= [nSri3Ez 0 0 ]• 
1 
0 
0 J / and 

(D.20) 

= nSrisEz = nSri3EscCOS P. (D.21) 

For extraordinary polarization the evaluation yields 

i*-5X = [(̂  -cos a2 sin 02} 

nSri3Ez 0 0 

0 nSr23Ez ninir42Ey 

0 ninir42Ey n|r33Ez 
(D.22) 

J r 
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so t h a t 

•;-5x*3 •nSr23EjCos ttz + n§nir42EvS y S i n a.2 
- n 2 n 2 L-n6n^r42EyCos as + nIraaEzSin CX2 

0 
- c o s tti 

s i n tti (D.23) 

which y i e l d s t h e r e s u l t 

• I -5r«3 = nJr23E,cos ttjcos tti + nJraaEzSin a2s in tti 

+ ngnir42Ey(sin ascos tti - cos a2sin tti) . 
(D.24) 

By u t i l i z i n g t h e f o l l o w i n g s u b s t i t u t i o n s . 

Ez = E,cCOS p. (D.25) 

-tti = tti - 180° , (D.26) 

( s in a2Cos a i - c o s a 2 s i n a i ) = s i n ( a 2 - a i ) , (D.27) 

°t ^ °? - 90° = B 
2 ^, and (D.28) 

s in 2p - 2 s i n Pcos p , (D.29) 

Eq. D.24 can be reduced t o 
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®4*5x-e3 = EscCOS P(n^r23COS a2COS tti + n|r33sin a2sin tti) 

+ 2nin2r42EscCos psin^ p (D.30) 

It can finally be seen from a comparison of Eqs. D.21 and 

D.30 that the optical scattering efficiency in BaTi03 is 

uniquely dependent on the choice of beam polarizations for a 

given experimental geometry. 
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APPENDIX E 

REAL TIME TWO BEAM COUPLING PLOTS 

The purpose for devising and using a digital data col

lection system was to gather highly accurate two beam 

coupling data that was representative of the energy coupling 

phenomenon occurring in real time. From the experimental 

setup of Figs. 5.1 and 5.2, two sample energy gain plots are 

uo 
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120 H 

110 -1 
1 

•CO -̂  

ao -

:'o -
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50 -
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zu 

10 1 
0 -T-

0 0.2 0 4 0.6 
I'ThouKjnds) 

Elapsed Time I xSmsecl 

0.8 

Fig. E.l. Two-beam coupling plot for GQ = 7°. 

shown in Figs. E.l and E.2 for external crossing angles of 7° 

and 20°r respectively. It can be seen in Fig. E.l that the 
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maximum relative gain was achieved after approximately 3 

seconds, whereas the maximum gain for Fig. E.2 did not occur 

until after 4 seconds, thus indicating a greater time factor 

for the larger gain. The relative gin (intensity, or power 

gain) is in units of measured voltage squared, as 

Relative gain = (Avg. of largest values)^ 

(Avg. of smallest values)^. ( E . l ) 

!0 -

0 -e-

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 
fThousands") 

EioDsed Time i xomsec) 

0.8 

Fig. E.2. Two-beam coupling plot for 0o = 20°. 
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